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Air & Sea Analytics is a research & consulting firm formed in 2019 by Steve

Robertson - an energy sector economist specialising in commercial &

strategic market consulting and research.

Our business began by providing timely and reliable measurement of activity

in the Heavy, Super-Medium and Medium rotorcraft categories in oil & gas

crew transfer. Within energy this has since expanded to include the emerging

offshore wind market. We have subsequently proven our methodology and

approach to demand-side analytics in other rotorcraft markets including the

utility and EMS sectors.

Air & Sea Analytics owns one of the largest private networks of ADS-B

receivers worldwide and collates data that is either not-shared by the public

ADS-B networks or provides additional coverage in areas of interest for

helicopter operations. This data is combined and normalised with public

sources.

In addition to regular subscription research products, the business also

supports the financial and advisory community with bespoke analysis, used

for business planning and transaction purposes. Our projects are staffed from

our professional network of advisors and consultants, leveraging two-decades

of commercial experience.
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Contact Us

www.airandseaanalytics.com

+44 1227 379872

+44 7809 195631

ops@airandseaanalytics.com

Published Research – NEW REPORTS COMING SOON:

Strategic Consulting 

• M&A support, financing, commercial due-diligence

• Business review & planning / bespoke forecasting 

• Expert witness / dispute arbitration 



KEY ISSUES

• Oil prices have recovered – at 

least to the point where most 

offshore fields will be cash 

positive

• Economic stimulus – what forms 

does this take and what does it 

mean for energy?

• Second-wave risks spoiling the 

recovery 

MACRO MICRO

• Fewer offshore aircraft flying 

overall – more in storage. Impact 

on values / pricing? 

• Flight activity (# flights) is starting 

to show some recovery but still 

way off normal levels. 

• Oil companies have 

commoditized almost the entire 

OFS supply chain.  How will the 

supply chain react? Pricing power 

needs to return. 
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Chart shows percentage change in 

number of weekly flights 2020 vs 2019 for 

global Heavy & Super-Medium rotorcraft 

fleet. (to July 12th)

Positivity at Helicopter Investor conference 

in late Feb was well supported by the data 

with a general single digit increase in 

activity each week (other than weeks 

impacted by severe weather). 

COVID-19 impact has been severe and 

persistent since late March but shows 

improvement in recent weeks

GLOBAL: CURRENT ACTIVITY (WEEKLY) 

Data Source: Air & Sea Analytics
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UK: CURRENT ACTIVITY (WEEKLY) 

Data Source: Air & Sea Analytics
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Restrictions in pax per aircraft 

(empty first row/bulkhead seats) 

now lifted in favour of testing and 

‘snoods’ (masks) 

Some additional aircraft parked 

e.g. CHC & Bristow putting S-92s 

into storage in Humberside. 



GLOBAL: MARCH vs JUNE
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GLOBAL AVERAGE -24.8%

New S-92 msn 920310 delivered to Chevron 28th May 2020 for US GoM operations.

Babcock have (from July) started work on the IAC contract WoS from Sumburgh. (Enquest, Taqa, CNR) (S-92s inc G-VIND, G-VINF) 

Multiple AW189s re-activated in Middle East, Nigeria and Angola in recent weeks. 
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EMS: ACTIVITY HAS RECOVERED
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BABCOCK MCS ONSHORE – EMS: Chart above (left) shows % change in number of flights year-on year. 24 aircraft, all H135/H145. 

COVID-19 lockdown = fewer severe road traffic incidents, fewer sports injuries etc.

Relaxation in lockdown measures has seen a recovery in Babcock’s Onshore EMS business in the UK. We would expect 

to see further recovery as lockdown measures are further relaxed in July.  



OFFSHORE WIND

Offshore wind is now:

- Cost competitive in its own right

- Multi-billion $ construction projects

- Larger scale and further from shore

UK: The Third Round Results in 2019 

awarded 12 projects, including 5.5 

gigawatts (GW) of offshore wind projects 

at record low prices as low as £39.65 

($50.05)

Wholesale UK prices have fluctuated 

between £35 and £65 in recent years. 

Over €400bn to be spent on 

global offshore wind construction 

over the period to 2030. 

China, UK and Germany the 

leading markets. Emerging 

markets in SE Asia including 

Taiwan. 
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Rotorcraft used for heli-hoist to turbines and transport to 

construction & service vessels. 

• 28 new projects sanctioned YTD - $35bn committed 

• >30 rotorcraft currently flying offshore wind missions 

• 906 future projects identified – ~200 of these are >40km

offshore



OFFSHORE WIND: UK
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Barrow – Walney (Orsted) H135. Humberside – H135, AW169, AW139. Wick – Siemens Gamesa – H145. 

Number of projects likely to more than double with ~60 in planning vs 39 in operation. Majority are >40km from shore. 

Hornsea Project 1 – 115km

Dogger Bank C – 220 km



OFFSHORE WIND: GERMANY
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Emden, Wilhelmshaven currently the focus of helicopter operations with Wiking, HTM, Heliservice flying H135/145/155 

and AW139/169. 

Number of German projects to potentially double in next ten years to >60 projects. 

Half of the offshore wind fleet flying from Germany and expertise gained in HHO now being exported (e.g HeliService

& Nakanihon JV for Japan)

Albatros– 100km Future Development Zones ~130km



OFFSHORE WIND: GLOBAL CURRENT
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Activity dominated by UK, Germany, China. 

Circa 40GW of capacity installed by end of 2020. 



OFFSHORE WIND: GLOBAL FUTURE
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Continued growth in Europe & China. 

>200 future projects over 40km from shore.

Huge potential in Asia - Hundreds of projects in Vietnam, Japan, Taiwan alone. 

Floating turbine technology will open up deepwater areas.



FINAL THOUGHTS

Tight oil production in the US has seen production declines reverse 

and new record levels of production reached. 

• Oil & Gas markets showing some signs of recovery albeit some way off normal 

activity levels still. Significant variation by country and operator in the data.

• Little in the way of new business and operators continue to fight over existing 

contract renewals.  

• Other rotary markets such as EMS appear to be back to normal levels of activity. 

• Post Covid-19 recovery will likely include stimulus for ‘green’ projects. 

• Offshore wind will likely drive a requirement for >100 additional aircraft in the next 

decade – multi-billion $ opportunity for OEMs and operators. 
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